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ESEA TITLE III TRI-DISTRICT COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF LAND

LABORATORIES FOR CONSERVATION AND OUTDOOR EDUCATION

SUMMARY EVALUATION

by
Malcolm D. Swan, Associate Professor
Department of Outdoor Teacher Education
NortbeTn Illinois University and
Poject Evaluator

CHAPTER I

In an earlier Title III document, the writer set forth a plan and ra-

tional for evaluating the ESEA Tri-District Outdoor-Conservation Education Project

(Tri-District Cooperative Development of Land Labonatories for Conservation and

Outdoor Education)./ The process and philosophy of evaluation at the close of

the third project liear and the termination of federal funding was the same as

outlined at that time.

Essentially, the purposes of this evaluat on were to:

a. review what has (]) happened, (2) been done, and (3)

been accomplished;

b. learn the degree to which the program has progressed toward

its goals or objectives;

c. find in what ways the program has been of benefit;

d. determine if the program should be continued as is, expandqd,

diminished, or changed;

e. identify which of the program aspects could be recommended for
the consideration of other schools or institutions.

Readers of the earlier evaluation report (contained in the third

ye-r continuation proposal) will note that the emphasis and focus of the program
shifted during the second year to one of impact on teachers and children and

away from the development of sites and facilities.

Monaghan, the first year project evaluator summarize& objectives as to

increase the quantity and effectiveness of conservation and

outdoor education, to develop facilities for such education, and to

develop inter-district cooperation for the improvement of education.

Nateoim Swan "Evatuation," Continuation Gnant Appeieation ion Mt-

Dt4tn2ct Coopekative Devetopmoistnijand LabotatoAies ot Conactuation and Out-

dooic. Education. Wonthington, Ohio: WoAthington Exempted netage Schoot
at4tAict, 1970, p. E 1.
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Assuming that the conservation aspects are implicit in the educational

ddectives, the specific objectives might be briefly summarized to

emphasize:

1. Physical facilities

2. Teacher involvement, training, and inter-district

cooperation

3. Public support

and, of course, the evaluation aspects of the original objectives.
"2

At that time Monaghan concluded that teacher involvement was the

single greatest challenge and opportunity for the program. He further recom-

mended the acquisition of a headquarters, expansion and improvement of the

inservice program and pointed,to the need for group decision making on the

part of administrators to insure inter-district cooperation and suppo.:t sub-

sequent. to the termination of federal funding.

The Selond Year
Briefly, the project program consisted of the following at the close

of the second year:

1. Development and maintenance of a series of land laboratories,

outdoor teaching sites, and a program headquarters.

2. The acquisition, maintenance, and distribution of a/Jaratus,

equipment, and materials for conservation and outdoor education.

3. Development and dissemination of teaching matPrials -

units for conservrtion n-' -r educat_LoL..

titer"

4. An extensive.program of inservice training for teachers in the

areas of conservation, outdoor, and/or environmental education.

5. Assie_:,/nce to teachers in planning, conducting, and follow-up

of outdoor experiences.

6. Organization and administration of a program of resident con-

servation and outdoor education for the 6th graders in tri-

distr.xt schools.

7. Ine'adistrict and agency cooperation in the developAent of

school and public concern for conservation and environment.

21Zobeia Monaghait, "EvaZaation. oi Puject Object2mA, "FilAt Con-
tk. Gaunt lootiaation Cqopexatimp_ Lane

LabauttatizAElat Conkekvatton Outdoat Education. WoAthington, Ohio:
Watim..ngton xempted Jakage Sch-gorar6FLict,..1969, p. 2.
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At that time, the project staff consisted of three fulltime professional

staff (aproject Director and two outdoor teachers), a fulltime secretary and

supplementary parttime help. They worked out of a newly acquired headquarters

building located at an older well established land laboratory in the sponsor-

ing district. At that time, concern was expressed by the Evaluator about the

lack of long range planning, particularly in view of concerns being expressed

about the continuation of the project, the apparent need for rethinking the

program and the lack of contact between program personnel and some teachers

and schools. Considerable attention was.given to the positive (theze were

many) and negative aspects of the program in the evaluation one year ago, and

several recommendations were offered for the consideration of the decision makers.
3

The Third Year

lhe Evaluator did not believe that the emphasis of the program should

be shifted in the third year. It seemed as if the program begun that second

year was just getting under way and needed time to mature. Perhaps one of the

greatest problems seen at that time dealt with the interpersonal relationships

within tLa outdoor education staff and between them and some key administrators.

In setting forth the thrusts and goals for the third year, the proposal

writers indicated that these were to receive greater attention the third year:

a. Employment of para professionals or teacher aids to assist

teachers when working outdoo:.s.

b. Development of audio-visual materials, film loops, and other

materials.

c. Oevelopmeat of displays and other materials to make the outdoor

education center more useful.

d. Involvement of secondary schools in the resident outdoor education

program on a pilot basis.

Specific activities to receive emphasis were to:

1. Increase the number of classes participating in the on-scheol-

site gardening program from 75 to 120.

2. Achieve 100 percent participation in the sixth grade resident

outdoor education program.

3. Initiate an environmental studies elective course at the high

school level in all three school districts.

4. Decrease emphasis on development of selected school sites for

land laboratories and increase minor development activities to

include all school sites in the three school districts.

3swan, Ibtd. p. P. E. 59-64.
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5. Conduct on-school-site workshops at every school at sometime
during the 1970-71 school year.

6.. Replace stipend payments for attendance at outdoor education
workshops with college credit or inservice credit.

7. Increase involvement of the communities in the project
activities through use of community resource personnel.

8. Initiate a resident outdoor education program at the high school

level.

9. Increase public understanding and support of outdcor education
through greater personal contact with civic and community ore
ganizations and greater use of the mass media.

10. Disseminate project information to other parts of the State of
Ohio by conducting an environmental education leadership con-
ference.4

During the first half of the year the project staff continued largely

as it had during the second year. The resignation of the Project Director at
midyear, however, and the realization that the program might not be continued

as a cooperative venture for various reasons resulted in what might be con-
strued a "holding action" from that point on. Hence few of the new thrusts or
eels set forth in the project were initiated or realized.

The Evaluative program

The evaluative-program nt the close of the third year, with minor
modification, was the same as that used at_the end of the second year and

set forth on pages E 9 and E 10 of the Continuation Application:

Because of the focus of the project, its impact on these groups
reeived primary attention in the evaluative program: Al) project initiators,

(2) assistees, and (3) recipients. Instruments were designed to measure this
impact and to solicit the reactions of persons in these categories about various

aspects of the program.

a Project Initiators - Persons involved in the organization
of the project, members of the outdoor education coleekittee,
consultants, citizens, administrators, and members of the project
staff were categorized as the project initiators. These are the
persons most closely associated with the project.

The degree to which the dream or vision of these persons
had been satisfied was believed to be of extreme importance
in evaluation. Instruments were designed to solicit the

4Contimation Gitant Appticatton Oh. TAL-Matnict Coopenative Devetap-
ment o6 Land GmbonatoAtea con4mati764 andWaUR-ranatcon. Wonthtngton,
vh4arlaaangtoirEigiiited V.flAge Schoot 1rat2at-71.970, p. 15-80.

E 4.
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reactions and judgements of these persons about the

values, success, or failure of various specific aspects of the

project. They were also asked to set forth their recommendations

about the project.

b. The Assistees - The teachers and principals whom the project

was to help were categorized as the assistees. It was thought

that if they saw the progress in a favorable light and believed

it to be making a_difference in their teaching and their pupils,

reason existed to believe that the project was on the right

track. If most of them were negative, the program had little

chance for success.

Indicators cs7: the view of persons in thia category was thought

to be the amount or number of conservation and outdoor education

experiences being provided, use of the sites and facilities, and

participation in the inservice training being offered. Hence,

the decision to report this quantitative data.

To obtain additional information, instruments were constructed

to solicit the reactions of the principals and a sample of the

teachers as to the values of outdoor or field experiences and

various services offered in the program. An instrument was

also used to obtain reactions from the participants In work-
shops offered as a part of the project. Another instrument was

designed to solicit teacher opirtcm about the effects of the

resident program on pupil behavior.

,t The Recipients - The children and their parents were categorizPd

as the program recipients. The impact of the project on them was

attached by:

1. Administering the MIA and the Interest Inventory

(before and after basis) to a sample of pupils in the

resident program.

2. Administration of these instruments to pupils in

classes Participating extensively in the project and
comparing responses with those of pupils in classes

not participating.

3. Construction and administration of an opinionnaire

to a randomized sample of children soliciting their
opinions about the values of the resident program and

other outdoor exneriences.

4. Administering a similar instrument to the parents

of these children soliciting their reactions.

5. Asking a group of children who had participated in such

programs previously to discuss these programs, record

8 E 5.



their discussion, and to map the tape directly to the

Evaluator for his analysis.'

Changes in the above related mainly zo the deletion.of the :f'ifth

item under."c" above and the return of many of the instruments to the out-
door education secretary rather than directly to the Evaluator to sat, mail-

ing costa.

As a supplement to Jest year's program, howeve...., the Evaluator en-
.

gaged a colleague who spent three days with him in the Tri-District *zee
interviewing teachers; administrators. and others about the program.

5Suros, Ibid. p. E 9 - E 10.

6MA. Staatt Seim, Faeutty A-6-6.46-tant in the Depantment o Outdook

Teachek Education, Notthekn Itttno44 Univeuity. Seim wiet compeete won* on

a Maztee4 DegAee hi Outdook Teacheic Education at NIU thi4 zummek and wilt
continue towatd the doctotate tn -the. Aame atea at Southan It.t2no44 Univemity.

He azsiated in uniting the 4ection cleating agth the 4444tiOnA 06 A4444tee4.
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EVALUATION - CHAPTER II

PERCEPTIONS AND REACTIONS OF PARTICIPANTS

The effect of this program upon the children .tt served was,

of course, thought important in evaluation. Also important were the

perceptions of persons directly involved with it, and those it was

designed to assist. Hence, evaluative reactions and recommendations
from persons in all these groupsINITIATORS, ASSIST2ES, AND RECIPIENTS

were believed necessary.

I THE INITIATORS

The persons most directly involved with the project (members

of the Outdoor Educat:,..en Committee, consultants who helped to plan it,

administrators, staff members, and others) were called the INITIATORS.

Their opinions were cnnsidered to be of upmost importance in evaluation.

These persons had a "dream" as to what the project might ac-

complish. Each expected it to do some things and to work in certain

ways. Others helped chart ite course and some of them worked with

it from day to day. These persons participaced in decisions regarding

objectives, ways and means, and operation. Knowing the degree to which
their expectations were met was believed important, for if they re-

mained enthusiastic, satisfied, and supportive after three years, the

program had probably been on the "right track." If not, it had probably

fallen short. Furthermore, these initiators probably knew more about

the program and the perceptions of their colleagues about its values

than any other group.

An instrument (resembling one used in evaluating the MA
Title III Outdoor Education Projec1: in McHenry County, was

constructed to.solicit reactions from these persons.

This instrument, the INITIATORS EVALUATION, was distributed

to forty-four persons in 1970 with the request that they be 7:eturned by

mail to the Evaluator. Twenty-nine were received. This same instrument

was sent to SO persons in 1971. TWenty-two were returned. In addition,

the Evalualror intervio-ad several of the persons in.this cntegory about

the program.

The IN: l'IATORS commented in greater detail.on the questionnaire

items than respondents in any other group and appeared very willing to

discuss the program, its strengths and weaknesses and to offer possible

explanations or reasons as to why it was not.being contlnued as a tri-

district operation.

10 E 7.



Since the comments of each person in this group were considered

to be of upmost importance in this evaluation, the tabulations that
follow show the way in which these persons responded to each question.

All the comments provided in 1971 are included. The 1970 comments may

be found in a previous evaluative report.

ITEM I - Based upon your observations of CHILDREN BEING TAUGHT OUTDOORS
and partictpating in outdoor education experiences, please
respond to these questions Ity. placing an "X" in the appropriate
space and adding. your comments in the space provided.

A. Do the pupils or students Appear to respond with en--
thusiasm and interest to the instruction given?

1970 : 15 : 12 : 1 : :

1971 : 9 : 9 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Outdoor activities provide a break from the routine, thus

creating a high interest level in these activities.

Depends generally on the teachers as a teacher. Outdoor
Education is a great media through which to teach any ambject.

As in the classroom there is some reluctance to respond, however,
I have noticed that same who are not responsive in the classroom

are more so outdoors.

That's how I hear it.

I believe we have had an unusually high response to outdoor
education programs on all levels-- K - 5 this school year. The
enthusiasm of the staff and students has been gratifying.

Mast children enjoy the outdoors and the opportunity to learn

about it. If handled properly this instruction can be a very
worthwhile experience. The Tri -District people have met this
challenge

Many students respond in the outdoor situation who do not respond
to the more conventional classroom setting. This seems to be
particularly true of less able students.

Much better listening outside than indoors. Kldu can do the
things they talked about outdoors.

ii
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B. Do you believe the instruction you observed outdoors and

in the field a worthwhile and valuable addition or supple-

ment to the school program?

1970 : 18 : 7 : 2 :

1971 : 13 : 7 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

You can't really learn about the outdoors unless you go there.

Many worthwhile and useable ideas that can either be used as is

or improvised to work at any grade level.

Natural setting, practical problem.

C. Do you believe that the Int of instruction and teaching you

have observed in the field and as part of this program

should be et-morn/mat and made a part of the curriculum

at all grade. levels?

1970

1971

: 16 : 4 : 4 : 4 :

: 10 : 8 : 2 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Resident outdoor education for a week should be only for sixth

grade level.

I think it should be made available to teachers who care to

participate but not made an expected part of the curriculum.

Motivation of students would be a minor problem.

A great deal of our success seemed to be related to voluntary

involvement.

Based upon three years of response, and lack of it, I have no

reservations about the above possibilities as it relates to

the elementary schools. The secondary level has been a disa-

pointment. Scheduling periods undoubtedly have much to do

with this seeming lack of interest. Teachers are specialists;

and many doing their own thing.

It is difficult for a voluntary program to become an entrenched

part of the curriculum.

Seems more appropriate at the intermediate grade levels.

E 9.



ITEM II - Based on your observation and the information available to
you, do yas feel that the persons that are a part of the
Tri-District Outdoor Education Prolect staff are well qualified

and equipped to handle their responsibilities?

1970 : 12 : 11 : 5 : 1 :

1971 : 12_: 6 : 3 :

High Low

Comments:

/ have been very well pleased with their work.

The range of qualificatir:s varies with individual staff members.

know! Knew all thr f hem.

Dean and Bob, YES!

qualified and equipped. 'Yes! Especially our former coordinator.
Motivation and application was sometimes lacking.

Problem of three chiefs!

Much of what we have received is not relevant to our grade level.

We had more service to our schools in Westerville when Mr. Knight

was alone.

Responsibilities? Often late; time schedule and organization
are important.

ITEM III In your opinion, has there been sufficient provision made
to ijtcquaint teachers and administrators with this program and

tO assist them to participate in it?

1970 : 9 : 9 : 6 : 3 : 2 :

1971 : 6 : 8 : .6 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Follow through is lacking. Not enough communication at the
individual school level.

Workshops were valuable. Guidelines and the manuals developed
are good.

The outdoor education staff has done a good job with publicity

and training programs. Not so good with helPing individual
teachers.

E 10.



Excellent in -s.rvice programs op a continuing schedule.

There was a good idea to have a half day released time for a

teacher workshop, but it didn't happen.

We could have used more newsletters about Worthington activities

to Worthington staff. We could also have used news releases to

better advantage.

Communication problem here too. I learneL nuMbers of

teachers have not learned of project.

First part of question - Yes. Second part c- TLestic_ - Yes.

ITEM IV React to the approach used in which classroom t-
merely encouraged to utilize this program on _s-
and to integrate outdoor experienceS into their
rather than to expect as require all teachers E.
participate and to make outdoor and conservati.7.
separate subject.

?).untij basis
rams

all children to
education a

1970 : 7 : 5 : 9 : 2 : 2 :

1971 : 3 : 4 : 3 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Which do you want? This is a two part question.

.1 don't feel it should be presented on a voluntary basis.

Depends entirely on the skill ofthe one who does the encouraging.

Some are great motivators.

Some special teachers can not utilize this program.

As mentioned in IC, a voluntary program is difficult to establish

in all grades and all classrooms, however, a cumpulsory program
would force uninterested teachers to participate which might

be more harmful than gainful.

Coercion won't work. That's my bias.

This is a two part question. Accepting appointments on a voluntary

bapis has the advantage of working with curious, interested and

generally excellent teachers. Compulsory participation acquaints
many more with program but attitude commitment may be limited,

neutral or even negative.

Ell. 14



Enthusiasm is lost when something is required.

Do not agree that it should be a separate subject.

I feel that rather than have another subject, it would be better

to utilize outdoor education in many subjects.

I favor this approach.

Camping program is required at the 6th grade level at As time.

The voluntary integrated approach appeals to me. (Th- urriculum

bag is full) But, of course, limits participation.

Our prograu has worked well on a voluntary basis.

I believe we should expect all teachers to participate in out-

door education.

It must be real part of.the individual teacher's program or

it would not be used any longer than if someone were enforcing

its use.

This idealistic. The approach I used for 10 years. The good

teacher makes use of OE. I now believe most of our teachers

need administrative requirement.

All teachers should include outdoor experiences during the year.

An attempt is made to see that all children participate whether

staff member does or not.

ITEM V Do you believe that sufficient provisions have been made in the

mm, of praridim equipment_, library materials, etc., and in amtla&

them readily available for teachers and pupils?

1970 : 11 : 14 3 :

1971 : 9 : 9 : 1 : 2 :

High Low

Comments:

Van stays in garage most of time - not available to teachers.

Could use more equipment so will be available in local school

when needed as a teacheable period comes.

It has improved as time want on. This is a critical factor. If

it becomes too laborious, teachers get discouraged and give up.

Yes.

E 12.
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No problems until gardening time. Getting soil turned early
was a problem.

Too much restriction by Worthington Administration on use of
equipment, i.e. the mobile supply room (van) making it difficult
for well-qualified persons in Westerville e.g. to use it.

Every reasonalble effort was made to publicize these materaals
and pieces of equinment available to them.

If anything this p-,:oject was over-equipped through the dilnector's
desire to use up all available Title III funds.

ITEM VI Do you believe that acles2.Iate arrangements have been made so
"EF to have transportation readily, and conveniently available
when needed?

1970 : 8 : 9 : 4 : 5 : 3 :

1971 : 8 : 6 : 2 : 4 : I :

High Low

Comments:

No problem.

Transportation arrangements have been restricted due to bus
scheduling restrictiOns in the local districts.

Until the budget tightening - Definately.

Busses only available during off-run hours and with excessively
long advance request.

In Westerville, the levy didn't pass, so we've had no field
trips since January.

Yes.

Busing has been a problem.

Yes - much effort locally and at outdoor office.

ITEM VII Do you:believe that the facilities available and the land
laboratories under development will be aceifc and effective
.or efficient in meeting the objectives and goals of this program
and of outdoor education as y22, knew them?

/6 E 13.



1970 : 9 : 9 : 6 : 1 :

1971 : 7 : 6 : 6 : 3 :

Low High

Comments:

Yes Good areas.

We will, need to continue to expand. We cannot rest wher WK

This depends on the subject being studied. You can't suudy a

young stream at many places, for example.

Some schools without facilities and areas for study. Soome

areas being preempted by other interests - buildings, parking,

athletiCs.

With the impetus toward a more total understanding of the en-

vironment - No. As a place to study units appropriate to th::

specific land lab and surrounding area - Yes. To be curtent

it seems imperative to use the broad approach - include all

rural, urban, suburban learning-teaching sites.

Too far from home for us. We need our own in our district.

Our land lab facilities are practically nil.

ITEM VIII In your opinion, does this project make economical use of

personnel., materials, time, and financial resources?

1970 : 7 : 9 : 8 : 1 :

1971 : 4 : 11 : 6 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Those who question the affirmative to this are people who have

never conducted learning experiences in an outdoor Situation.

Now it does (Since Mid-year of 1970-71 school year.):

Devoted, zealous workers.

Personnel and material are spread too thin.

Some major purchases were made before major objectives were

established.

The personnel should come into all buildings several times a year.

Yea.

I do not know anything about the finances.

E 14. 17



ITEM IX In your opinion, has there been good communications between the

Schools, those responsible for this program, and various public,

grouza (civic organizations, .lav-citizens, taxpayers, etc.)?

1970 : 3 : 4 : 13 : 4 : 5 :

1971 1 : 5 : 5 : 10 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Needs improvement!

There has been good communication between schools and program,

but I don't know if the taxpayers, etc. know much.

Not always, but lately it has been better.

Not muctL1 parental, taxpayer, etc., interchange.

Not as good as it should be. Those who are informed seem to
be enthusiastic supporters - but not enough are thus informed.

Mostly via camping experience of their children.

This has consistently been a shortcoming. The director was

grossly lacking in this area. One staff mewber initiated nearly

all news releases on his own.

ITEM X Based on the reports you have received and your own investigation,

does this protect appear to be receiving public interest and support?

1970 : 5 : 10 : 9 : 2 : :

1971 : 3 : 7 : 7 : 3 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Resident camp experience was particularly well received.

Public interest and support is high. Administrative interest

and support vacillates between weak and none.

In Worthington more so than in Westerville and Grandview. In

all - too slowly to survive as intended in the grant application.

Cut at Westerville, never much support in Grandview. Reduced

participation in Worthington.

No Complaints.

Parents of campers very favorably impressed.

Yes'.
E 15. 18



ITEM XI Generally, does this psauemmake sense to you as a _talsplmer,

citizen, parent, representative of the community, etc.?

1970 : 18 : 8 : 1 : : 1 :

1971 : 13 8 : 1 :

High Low

Comments:

Plan should be projected for several years in advance so we who

go will know what to expect. Every new teacher should be briefed
on the progrmm each year.

As a citizen, taxpayer and classroom teacher, I can think of

things which our surburban schools need more.

It is rather expensive considering the number served and taking

into account other needs.

I am not without bias. I believeit has tremendous potential.
We have lived in cubicles too long.

Yes.

One .-.1an hope

Has realized many objectives of the original grant and has the
potential of being a most relevent approach to teaching and

learning.

Outdoor education is tangible, concrete learning.

School age children are quite seriously concerned about the

environment and its future. These young people are the prime
targets for our programs and seem to be easily motivated in

these concerns.

E lb. 19



XII Programs like this one include various parts. React to each of the

following listed parts of this program: (VG - very good; N - no

opinion; P - poor; D - disapprove).

1970 14 29 1971 n= 22
Number of replies

a. Employment of an outdoor education VG GNPD
director, teachers, clerical 1970
assistance, etc. 1971

b. Publication of:
Manual for the Outdoor 1970

Teacher 1971

The Newsletter 1970
1971

Outdoor Study Units 1970
1971

c. Workshops and orientation 1970
sessions to inform teachers 1971
of outdoor education, the
program, land laboratories,
and outdoor teaching tech-
niques.

d. The mobile van as a way to make 1970
equipment and materials readily 1971
available to teachers.

e. Moving the headquarters of the 1970
program to the building on the 1971
high school land laboratory site.

f. The resident program at the 1970
sixth grade level. 1971

g. The land laboratories that 1970
have been developed or are in 1971

the process.

h. The role of outdoor teachers 1970
in assie.ting teachers to 1971
prepare, conduct, and follow-
up outioor experiences.

i. Cooperation between the 1970
three school districts in 1971
cond.Icting this program.
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j Cooperation between the program 1970 7

and other educational agencies 1971
(teacher training institutions,
etc.)

k. Cooperation between the program, 1970 9

the school, the park districts, 1971 3

and other agencies in jointly
planning various programs.
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ITEM XIII - In what.. ways have your earlier expectations for
this program been unrealized and/&:r exceeded?

Comments:

--- Expected muchereater cooperation among the administrators of all three

districts.

Expected more physical development of facilities.

Did not expect such favorable support from parents of students involved

in t1.-, program.

--- The program was presented to us in a fine manner. We could have in-

tensified the program at the local level with a little more effort.

The three man staff was excellent.

--- Program has suffered the last two years from lack of direction and leadership.

I had hoped to gain much.in the association with the staff members. Un-

fortunately I found they had far less training and background than I.

--- Program exceeded expectations in Total Growth (personal and professional)

in workshops, in work with primary grades, and materials produced.

Unrealized expectations are lack of public relations for informed support,

little contact at secondary level, lack of workable director and staff
communications and continuation as a staff in cooperative arrangement.

--- Positive: Teacher interest good, resident program grew too fast, much

teacher participation in workshops etc.

Negative: Only one person retained, only one district continuing, land

lab development far less than hopes, no use of mobile supply room.

--- I have not yet seen the manual we worked on last year. Lack of trans-

portation has hurt us.

mw*Om.

I wish there could be more learning experiences

youngsters.

The sixth grade resident program has been great
teachers has also been especially good.

--- Above expectations.
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--- The land lab development was a disappointment.

--- Good workshops. Provided basic knowledge of methods, techniques.

--- Would like to have full week of camping, but most teachers don't want

this. Personnel have been terrific in cooperating.

- -- Three fullttme people should conduct "more" program than one one-half

time former director. Personal ambitions are put ahead of the best
interests of tri-district students in same cases.

XIV What specific recommendations do you have to make about
tl-is program?

Comments:

- -- Closer ties with central OE staff with teachers. Weed for evaluation
and sharing with the teachers of results cf outdoor resident education. .

--- Administrative consideration of outdoor education, not as a supplementary
frill, but as necessary part of the curriculum. Perhaps consideration
of part-time employment of teachers in the three districts as members

of the OE staff. This would ensure concern for the children's best
educational program first as well as help fit OE into the existing
curriculum.

--- Keep it up ---One week of camping (ROE) mandatory at 6th grade. Tree

nursery on outdoor education land laboratory.

--- That each school system do their own program.

--- Continue the present program---looking always for ways to improve.

--- Continue it and expand it.

- -- Hopefully the program will be continued.

-- More presentations to teachers in own schools.

--- I would like to see it continued but with the financial crisis in
Westerville, it's doubtfulthere. The program is a very good one. They

do a fine job.

--- More work in the further development of the OE building as a nature

center. More pre-trip materials (A-V) for the units and field trips
already created. More public relations.
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--- I felt perhaps the staff from the outdoor education office was spread

too thin over the three districta.

--- Forget the cooperative effort across school district lines. One

district encountering internal problems can adversly affect the whole

program in spite of the efforts of the other districts. This progrtim

should become independent and contract its program and service to

many districts.

--- Continued field experiences - classes away from schools should be

continued. Carefully prepared new outdoor work units such as the

Terrarium could be extended and additional work units prepared.

Cooperative projects could come from community involvement.

24
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INITIATORS' SUMMARY

Generally, this group seemed satisfied with the program and
continued to be supportive of it. They expressed much regard for the
idea of outdoor education and provided numerous suggestions about ways
this program might have functioned differently to enable it to have
reached more children and teachers.

Most of these respondents seemed pleased with the job that
had been done by the staff, their inservice workshops, the reception
given.the resident programs, the published materials and many of the
other services that.had been rendered.

On the other hand, individuals pointed out a variety of
weaknesses or negative factors--such as (a) the failure to find a way
to effectively use the "van," (b) decisions in one district to cut
back field trips, (c) difficulty encountered in arranging for trans-
portation, (d) getting delivery when promised, especially with the
garden project, (e) failure to sufficiently develop some of the land
laboratories, (f) maintenance of some equipment items and inability
to locate other items, (g) the handling of funds--or the availability
of funds for some purposes and not for others, (h) the lack of co-
operation between the districts with persons in each feeling he was
not getting his share or that one or the other of the districts had
a better deal, (0 the role and the effect of the former director
prior to and subsequent to his resignation at mid-year, (j) the lack
of firm commitment to continue on the part of the districts and some
administrators with the demoralizing ("holding action") or lame duck
effect, and (k) lack of involvement with the high schools, and many,
many others.

As one examines the replies of the INITIATORS, he notes a
definite gain from one year to the next in the way this groupperceives
the Value of this program; in regard to (1) the qualifications of the
outdoor education staff, (2) the economical use of personnel, materials,
funds, etc., (3) the extent to which the program makes sense, (4) the
employment of outdoor education staff, (5) the resident program, (6)
the role of the outdoor teachers in assisting classroom teachers, and
(7) the value of the outdoor study units.

However, there was a loss in the way in which they perceived
(1) provisions for making materials available, (2) the adequacy of
the facilities and land labs (3) the public interest and support, and
(4) cooperatiom.between the districts and between the program and
various agencies..

Although the INITIATORS did not comment as extensively this
year as they did in 1970, they did provIde suggestions for improvement.
Generally, they called for the continuance of outdoor education in.these
schools--if not coordinated by a multi-district program, then coordinated
by local district operated programs.

Interestingly, several INITIATORS gave responses that seem to
indicate that they were unaware of decisions that had been made about the
future of the program and the reasons that were being given for such
decisions.
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II THE ASSISTEES

The attitudes or positions ofthe principals and teachers

(categorized as the program Assistees) were believed of major im-

portance in Evaluation.

1. Program objectives focused on the development of
favorable teacher attitudes about outdoor and con-
servation education.

2. Antecedent to the use of the project and outdoor or
conservation experiences are favorable attitudes toward

them. If principals or teachers are negative and see
the project and experiences of little value, neither

will be used.

3. The program was considered a service to t eve-hers and

administrators to assist them in meeting tne schools'
educational objectives, particularly in coeeervation
and outdoor education. Hence, they were emong the best
qualified to render decisions about it zee -es impret

upon them and their students.

Instruments were constructed to solicit informeeion from per-

sons in this group in regard to the project and their ,eecepeions of

change in their students. In addition te the instruments, a personal

interview was conducted in all three school districts to aid in.deter-

-,ning the reaction of the Assistees. The opinions gained through

these interviews will be expressed throughout the following section.

Principals

The Principals' Evaluation Opinionnaire (see Appendix A for

tabulation) was completed by eighteen, of the principals in 1971 com-

pared with sixteen in 1970.

The respondents as a group appeared to have a positive reaction

toward outdoor education and outdoor experiences. Fifty percent or

more checked one of the two highest columns regarding the importance of
outdoor education on five of the six areas: (1) concept formation,
(2) to develop concerns about environment, (3) to clarify understand-

ing, (5) as a change of pace, and (6) as a motivating experience.
Only one area, (4) to improve social relationships, received less than

a majority of high ratings. The highest reeking area was (2) to develop
cOncerns about the environment, and (6) as a motivating experience re-

ceived the next highest ranking. In reviewing the rankings for 1970
and 1971 and the impressions received from interviews, there seemed to

be in 1971 a greater tendency on the part of the principals to take

more a middle of the road ranking (third place on a scale of five).
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The principals checked few deterrents as having "high"

importance to the teacher's use of the outdoors. Again, the center

ranking (third place on a scale of five) showed the greatest increase.

The items receiving a "low" ranking as a deterrent were: "restric-

tive school policies", "negative attitudes by peers", "liability con-

cerns", "lack of suitable sites or apperatus" and "teacher's lack

of ability to handle.a large group of children outdoors". "Scheduling

difficulties" seemed to be more a deterrent in 1971 than they were in

1970. The responding principals indicated that the two most impor-

tant deterrents were those of "lack of understanding about the out-
doors" and a "lack of time with too much to cover." In a review of

the figurescer 1970 and 1971, along with opinions expressed in inter-
views, the latter two deterrents are gradually reversing to the middle

and low side of ranking concerns.

Regarding the Tri-District Project the responding principals

generally approved of the project. Seventeen principals "strongly

agreld" (or "agreed") with the statement that "The workshops,

List_tu-,es, etc. were an important step" and that "We should continue

to develop our land laboratories, making them more available and use-

ful :o teachers and children." In the interviews the opinion WAS ex-

pressed that greater care to maintain the land laboratories was needed.

Thirteen of the principals agreed (or strongly agreed) with

the statements: "Efforts to inform teachers of the services available

to them through the program were adequate", "Publications are useful

and needed", and "The program seemed to be gaining the acceptance of

the teachers."

Eleven of the respondents agreed (or strongly agreed) with the

statements that "Generally the public is aware of the program" and that
"The facilities now housing the program appear adequate." Of extreme

importance was the response to the statement, "In my opinion, this is a

worthwhile program and one that should be continued even after federal

funding is discontinued." Seven principals strongly agreed, five

agreed, one had no opinion, one disagreed and one strongly disagreed.

Tie interviews with the administrative staff indicated a

general approval for continuing the program if, the school districts

concerned could afford the additional expense. The school principals

also indicated that the existing practice of having the outdoor per-

sonnel come into the schools on a regular basis was Of great value in

preplanning, schedu/ing and gaining general awarenesa to the program.

A general feeling of support was expressed by the administration for

some or all forms of the program. This would indicate a consistency
with the opinionnaire that there is support to the program at the

.administratiVe level.

Teachers

21March of 1971, as in 1970, a Teachers' Evaluation Opinion-

naire was sent to a sample of elementary and secondary teachers
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to learn: (1) the importance attached to conservateon and outdoor

education, (2) what were believed to be the deterreets to the use of

the outdoors and land laboratories, (3) attitudes about aspects of

the project and (4) opinions about continuing the project. (See

Appendix B and C for tabulations.) Sixty-seven of the elementary

teachers and thirty-three of the secondary teachers in the sample

responded. The completed instruments were anonymously returned to the

evaluator by mail.

An interview also was conducted with a sample of-the teachers

being selected in each of the districts involved in the project. The

opinions expressed wn these 7teilterviews will be given thoughout the

following section.

0.) Value of Outdoor Education and Outdoor Experiences. Few

of the teachers that reilaTe-Fo the opinnionaire attached a low im-

portance to outdoor educatioe and outdoor experiences for any of the

listed Areas: (1) concept :ormation, (2) to deeelop concerns about

eneironment, (3) to clarify understandings, (4) co improve social

relationships, (5) as a charee of pace, or (6) a3 a motivating ex-

pertence. In both the elementary and secondary teacher returns almost

all of the six areas receieed a stronget rating in 1971 than they did

in 1970. The only areas that shoWed a slight decrease were the items,

")notivating experience" and "improvement of social relationships,"

which were decreased on the secondary teeehers' opinionnaire.
In the interviews with the elementary teachers there was a

strong backing for the values geined by outdoor experiences. The

ability for children to discover new areas of study as Well as new

levels of competency within the students also was expressed by the

teachers.

(2) Deterrents. Determining what teachers perceived as deter-

ring them from using the outdoors and land laboratories was believed

to be an indicator in evaluation and of value to the project personnel.

Thought to be tha least important of the items listed (see Appendix

B and C) were: (1) negative attitudes by supervisors and peers, (2)

my own inability to handle large groups outdoors, and (3) liability

concerns", ranked in this order. The most important deterrents listed

were: (1) scheduling difficulties and (2) lack of time with too much

to cover.

AL1 of the eight areas listed showed signs of improvement in

1971 (except the scheduling problem) in that a higher percent of the
teachers were checking the low end of the scale for the areas. The

greater emphasis by the project personnel toward getting elementary

teachers directly involved in the project had a positive effect which

shows up as an increasingly low rating (see Appendix C) in (1) my own

lack of understanding about the out-of-doors and (2) lack of time with

too much to cover. The high school teachers still feel a concern re-
garding "too much to cover in too little time", the scheduling problem

vd a resistant school policy.
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In interviewing, the R-6 teachers indicate6 that on-the-school-
site workshops would be of great value. The idea of havfeg the outdoce
edeeation personnel en the school in a regular schedule T,2S very well

received. The teas indicated that more preplann'ng could go into

the preparation foe tne saxth grade resident experience be the out-

door education staff. However, in interviewing the teachers, a positiee
picture was painted for the program and a genuine hope that some form

of outdoor education and outdoor experiences could be coreinued. The

teachers seemed to feel that they would use the program eore and more

as they become more comfortable with this method of insteuction.

Some of tl-e unsolicited comments on the opinior aire, which

have not previoully been expressed in this evaluation, were:

1. Need for in-depth workshoes which are well rlanned
and geared for various grade levels.

2. Development of different activities for var_ous grade

3. Need for constant effort in maintrnance and develop-
ment of land laboratories.

4. Need for a program designed for the high school level.

5. Monthly checklist of activities which could be carried on

in that month.

6. Promptness on the parta resource personnel.

(3) Tri-District Outdoor Education. Eight statements were
made on the opinionnaire about aspects of the Tri-District programs

(see Appendix B and C). The teachers responded by checking: (1) strongly

agree, (2) ageee, (3) no opinion, (4) disagree, or (5) strongly disagree.

Ninety-three percent of the teachers agreed (choices 1 or 2) that

"workshops, and other efforts of the outdoor education staff to familiarize

teachers with the out-of-doors and outdoor teaChing approaches appear
to'be an important step in ihe right direction." Only three percent
disagreed. The percentages were based Upon the number of opinionnaires

returned; some persons did not respond to all items.

Seventy-five percent indicated that "the publications (curriculum

guides and resource guides, . . .) of the type being produced by program
personnel are useful and needed." Eight percent disagreed or strongly

disagreed. Fifty-four percent of the respondents agreed with the state-

ment that "the facility now housing the outdoor education program appears
adeqUate and likely to increase the program's impact." Seven percent
disagreed, and thirty-eight percent checked "no opinion."

Ninety-three percent of the respondents agreed with "we should
continue to develop our land laboratories, making them more available

and useful to teachers and children." About one percent of the
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responents disagree, am z. six percent had no opinion. Efforts to
inform teachers of the slervices available to them through the pro-
gram have been adequate according to nearly sixty percent of the

teache-:s. Not so, acec- in; to lzwenty-four percent who either dis-

agreed :r strongly 4-isal:reed.

Sixty-two oercent said "this program seems to be gaining the
acceptnce of the teachers generally." Six percent either disagreed
or strongly disagreed. Mora than thirty percent had no opinion. With
,"generally. the public is aware of the program and supportive", twcnty
five percent said yes, forty peicent checked no opinion, and twenty-
five percent either disagreed or strongly disagreed.

Of extreme.Imtorrance, in:the Evaluator's judgement, were
responses to the item 'in my opinion, this is &worthwhile program
and one that should be 7.ontinued even after federal funding is dis-

Continued." Forty7fT-a of the elementary teachers.agreed or strongly
agreed, three'had no op:Lnion, and five disagreed. At the high school
level, thirty-one gave their approval, two had no opinion, and two
disagreed.

In order to swp. -lament the data obtained from the. Teachers'
Evaluation Opinionnaire, the outdoor education staff (at the suggestion
.of the EValuator) constructed an instrument called thelOutdoorEduca-
tion Teachers" _View to obtain the .reaction of teachers known to be

using the outdoors and the "project. The percent.response to the Items
is given for both years, 1970 and 1971, in Appendix)).

Summary.

Some,comments expressed in several of the interviews that were
general in nature and took in the total program follow: .

1. In the final year of federal funding.:of the program, if
the director had spent more time "selling" the program,
the program might have survived as originally planned.

2. The outdoor personnel, still need to go out to the teachers
and "sell" the. prOgram.

3. More inservice work needs to be done.

4. A sharing ol equipment between all three districts might
hold together the Tri-District concept and possibly start
a new program, with strong 13adership.,

. A committee should be formed to aid in administering the
program as well as in developing new materials to help
generate the feeling among the teachers that this is

their progrEm.

6. Asetter publicity (e.g. pictures in the local media showing
children involved in the program)-would help the program.
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7 present personnel do a fine job of covering the large
:leands that are placed upon the two of them.

La 77

-seems to be
trators,
year at thle
some new pre
The local a.ee
should be
singly withil
education

1,a resident program is felt by most people to be of
:aat value and should be continued.-

local people other than teachers and administrators
Tee-pressed the'feeling that the outdoor education prograa
e.heuld be continued.

.e-7iew of the statistics and personal interviews, there
,gh regard for the program by both teachers and adminis-

-_a most part. Some of the problems which existed last
e_ole seem to have been corrected. Naturally, there are
,zas since the federal funds have been discontinued.

contacted feel that the outdoor education program
_inued, if not jointly among the districts, then certainly
each district. In general, the attitudes toward outdoor
the outdoor experiences seem to be positive.

Inservice training. Perhaps there was no phase of TriDistrict
(or of any outdoor-conservation project of this nature) more critical
than that of Lte program to provide teachers with the knowledge, skills,
attitudes, are_ zompetenciei needed to Wotk in the field and in the lard
laboratories. Although the staff could wOrk with children from time
to time and help to resOurce teachers' wanting special assistance, the
teal impact depended uPOn the inservice Program:

This orogram was designed to help to (1) familiarize teaehers
with the program and its services, (20 increase their ecological
understandingt and understandings of outdoor and conservation education,
(3) change attitudes, and (4) provide know how. Interviews with persons
associated with the project disclosed that the inservice program was
successful with respect to the teachers it reached, and that the impact
of this pre:-.-am would last longest. One administrator commented, "We
now have a cadre of interested teachers who Can work outside the class-

room."
. .

However, teachers Continued tO point to their lack of under-
standing of the out-of-doors as a primary deterrent for not going
outdoors (Appendices A, B, and C.)

Among the major formalized efforts in the inservice area dur-
ing the 1970-71'school year were:

C ,anization of a graduate level workshop in environmental
,zion through the School of Naturalgesources at Ohio

State University that met at the outdoor education center.

A Semmer workshop extending Over a.one week .period in which
thirtv-three Tri-District teachetspatticipated.
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Several "week-end" workshops during the year in which
participants were provided some released time either on
Thursday or Friday of the week to permit them to attend.

An Evaluation. ppinionnaire: Outdoor Education Workshops was

used with all workshop participants, and in additional summer workshop
opinionnaire devised by project staff was used to ascertain the strengths

and/or weakness of that particular workshop.

Simmer Workshop. Appendix El contains a percentage tabulation
of the replies of the 33 participants of the summer workshop. Note that

four-fifths or more of the participants agreed with the statements.

We workshop content correlated with the pre-registration
material I received.

I learned to use equipment with which I had no previous ex-
perience.

As a result of the workshop I have more confidence in con-

ducting outdoor activities.

The equipment and teaching materials were adequately
demonstrated.

The daily schedule was closely followed.

An examination of the individual opinionnaire reveals that

only one or two of the participants was decidedly negative in general

after the workshop. Only one person strongly disagreed with the
statement "Workshops like this should be available to others in the

future." In fact, 31 of the participants agreed or strongly aartest
with the statement.

Some strengthening, perhaps, could have been done as indicated

by responses to items:

The workshop introduced me to outdoor study units which
Ihave used with my claes,

Because of the workshop I have contacted the '.11.-District'

Outdoor Edueation office for assistance.

Outdoor education is a teaching technique for science.

There was sufficient opportunity for individual partiCipation
in outdoor activities.

Workshops in_antral. Seventy of the teachers who partieipated
in workshops conducted during the year completed an evaluative question-

naire in May, 1971. Their responses may be found in Appendix E2.



Au exceedingly high number of these participants (55 or more
checking the positive two columns) said that (1) they learned much,
(2) the subject matter, methods and skills will be very useful, (3)

the instructors were always well informed and had excellent knowledge
of the subject, and (4) the subject matter was up to date, etc. etc.

Some teachers felt the toorkshops ia which they psrticipated
were really for beginners and would have preferred workshops in depth

in a particular area. Forty-six of the seventy said the workshop in
which they participated should be required for elementary teachers.

Twenty-nine said it should be required of secondary teachers; but a

few others said it should be dropped. Only a few said they were not
interested in another workshop.

Several persons said that their attitude toward the "esthetic
value and eduestional value of outdoor education" was unchanged as a
result of the workshop. They pointed out that their attitude was OK
in the first place--this was the reason they were there in the first

place.

Items selected randomly from replies to the open ended
questions provided further insight into their reactions to components

of the program (Appendix E2). Participants identified the phases of
the workshop they thought most beneficial, least valuable, indicated

areas in which they "could use" in-depth workshops and provided comments

and suggestions. Persons in Tri-District schools considering stmilar
workshops in the future should check these responses.

Smnmary. Inservice TrAinim. In previous evaluative reports,
the inservice training program was seen as one of the most significant
challenges and opportunities for the project and thought to be one of

the most important services it could render. In the third year,
this continued to appear to be true.

However, in a voluntary program, and even if reimbursements
and various types of inducements are provided, the persons partici-
pating a:e often the ones needing the work the least. Although the
workshops Pay have reached many of the new, the curious, and the un-

informed, it probably did not reach those with negative attitudes and
those unwilling to deviate from their traditional course material and
the classroom approaches in which they felt most secure. The Evaluator
sees no solution for this problem in programs in which services are
provided on a voluntary basis to teachers when those responsible for
the implementation of the program are in staff positions and not in

the chain of command. The answer, according --o Hus, is to place those
responsible for the program in a line position rather than a staff

position./

1Pet6ona tettet &tom John Hug, Alontt. 21, 1971, to Evutuatok
in aezponoe to evatuation questionnakke. Hug Urad one oti the olLigina
con6uttamt4 taAgety.4e4pon4ibte tiolL the olcigination oi the TDiAtittet
lotognam. He 4:4 now VilLeetox oi Bea& Run Natute Re6ave. A wtojeet ol6

Wektekn PennAyevania Conaenvanay;
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III RECIPIENTS

An important component in the evaluation of any educational
program is its impact on the children or the recipients. In many
cases this impact has been difficult to identity or to measure and
evaluators have had to rely upon test scores or upon the perceptions
of teachers, parents, and the children as to the impact. Further-
more, programs of conservation and outdoor education such as Tri-
District focus upon interests, atnitudes, and appreciations rather
than the acquisition of specific information or memorization of
"facts." As yet, we lack satisfactory tests with which to measure
outcomes in the affective areas such as these.

Nevettheless, in this phase of the Evaluation--the impact
of the program on the RECIPIENTS--the following were utilized:

1. The INVENTORY OF ATTITUDES, INTERESTS AND APPRECIATIONS
and the INTEREST INVENTORY were administered to a sampling
of Tri-District students in the spring of 1969 and again
in the spring of 1970.

2. Children, parents, and teachers were asked to react to
the program--particularily the resident experience--
and the impact they perceived it to have on the children.

Testing, of Pupils

lie Evaluator has worked for several years with two instru-
mcnts, The Inventory of Attitudes, Interests and Appreciations and
the Interest Inventory (See Appendix F) in an attempt to develop an
instrument that will identify changes in (1) the scientific attitude,
(2) appreciation of science and nature, (3) certain science skills,
and (4) interests in science, the out-of-doors and the environment.

8

These instruments, inadequate as they were, were administered to
several groups of Tri-District children on a before camp....-after camp
basis, and to several hundred other children, some in schools actively
participating in conservation--outdoor education and some in schools
participating very little. This was done both in the spring of 1969
and 1970.

The purpose was to learn if change occurred (as measured or
identified by these instruments) as a result of the camping experience,

84Vatcotm D. .F.ian, "Science Achievement aa it ReZatea to Science
Cuanicuta and PAogitamo at the Sixth Gkade Level in Montana Pabtic Schoot.6,"
JounnatogaRethsstrarrtsli in Science Teacht 4:2 Octobet, 1966), 112-23;

iiiid-RETI n arinuation Gnant ot a Schaaf. Commu zt OutdooA
Education Pto.ee-i ayata.e. LakiTEE.: CAyaarake Scftoot4, Vi4tAtet
No. 47, 1968, - 4.
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as a result of involvement with the project, or in the schools from
one year to the next.

Before and After ^,:he Resident Program. In May of 1969,
Teachers admidatered the instruments to four classes of children
(N=124) about one week before the camping experience and again upon
return to the classroom. In May, and June, 1970, the tests were ad-
ministered on a similar basis to children (N=196) from the Stevenson,
Hanby and Edison schools. The Edison children were fifth graders,
whereas the Stevenson and Hanby children were sixth graders.

The mean subscores--Scientific attitude (SA) Appreciations
(App), Interests (Int.), Experiences (Exp.), Interest Direction (ID)
and total scores are provided in Table I. Note that in both 1969
and 1970 that students appeared to score higher on the SA, App.,
and Exp. items following their camp experience than before it. In
1970, they appeared to score higher on all areas of the post test.
In both 1969 ami 1970 they appeared to have their highest total scores
after camp.

A "..t" test was applied for significance to the total scores for
the two years. The apparent difference the first year of 1.41 (63.84 -
62.43) was not significant. The difference appearing to exist in
the 1970 testing (64.56 - 61.01)however, was significant at the .05
leVel.of confidence (t = 2A26) and approached the .01 level. (After:

ER2 = 868,384; Before Erg' = 771,661) A t of 2.58 is required for
the .01 level of confidence.

Substantially more children (10 or more of the 124 in 1969;
15 or more of the 196 in 1970) answered these items correctly on the
post-test than they did on the pre-test:

Birt I - Inventory of Attitudes, Interests and Appreciations
'Both 1969 and 1970

When a bad man gets sick or ill, he is
he deserves.

We can't predict anything about nature
we get when we do an experiment.

getting just what

from the results

We have few problems that scientists cannot solve.

It is very difficult for scientists to find new problams
to work on.

I like to look for things and learn what I can about them
oUtside when there is lots of snow oh the ground.

I would rather write a.story or-draw a picture of something
outside in nature than a building oe.something that men
have constructed.
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TABLE I

MEAN SCORES OF CHILDREN IN TRI-DISTRICT SCHOOLS ON THE INVENTORY
OF SCIENCE ATTITUDES, INTERESTS AND APPRECIATIONS AND THE INTEREST
INVENTORY BEFORE AND AFTER CAMP; May, 1969 and May, 1970.

1969-Before Camp 11.43 14.32 10.31 13.51 12.76 62.43

N = 124
1969-After Camp 12.49 14.93 9.95 14.50 11.97 63.84

1970-Before Camp 13.56 14.12 9.94 11.73 11.66 61.03

N = 196
1970-After Camp 13.80 15.06 10.40 13.25 11.94 64.56

1969 only

I don't see much sense in doing extra work when the teacher
doesn't give me extra credit bor it.

Scientists have discovered and named all the plants and animals.

1970 only

I have to travel a long distance to find beautiful things
to look at that interest me.

I don't think this country is as nice a place in which to live
as it was when the colonists lived here.

I would rather watch TV thaa play outside.

We take field trips mostly to get away from school, and we
really don't learn much when on them.

Part II - Inventory of Attitudes, Interest and Appreciations

Both 1969 and 1970

Recorded the out-of-doors temperature at several intervals
during the day.
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Dissected an animal specimen to study its internal parts.

Used a Centigrade Scale thermometer to measure temperature.

Tested the hardness of several rocks to see whtch was hardest.

Looked at the eye of an insect through a magnifying lens.

Found a fossil for myself.

1969 only

Grown mold on a piece of moist bread or similar materials.

Examined the underside of a leaf under a microscope to find

the stoma.

Watched protozoa or other one-celled'animals through a

microscope.

Looked at blood cells through a microscope.

Located the Big Dipper or North Star or any other constellation.

1970 only

Seen a bird am 3.ater found its name.
Predicted whai., the weather would be like the next day and

been right.

Substantially fewer children (10 or more of the 124 in 1969;

15 or mnre of the 196 in 1970) answered these items correctly on the

post test than on the pre test:

Part- .- Inventotyof-SciefiCe
Appreciations

I think it is very intereeting
specimens (both 1969 and 1970)

Attitudes, Interests and

to study live animals and

I like to study about the weather and try to predict
when it will rain or snow (1970'only).

I like to think about problems concerhing how the earth and
stars came about and how they were formed (1970 only).

I usually get a lower grade than I deserve (1969).

87
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On the items of the INTEREST INVENTORY, in both 1969 and 1970
there was increased interest in READING MAPS, 7r:1STENING TO STORIES AND
SINGING SONGS following the camping experience There was also a
decreased interest in PLAYING CARDS. In addition, In 7970 there was
a decreased interest in COLLECTING SUCH THTNGS AS STAMPS, COINS,
BASEBALL CARDS, ETC. and in LOOKING AT LIVE ANIMALS AND SPECIMENS.

In interpreting these before and after cesults, readers must
keep in mind that these instruments are not considered foolproof and
do not necessarily measure what they purport to measure. Although

they have been used in a ntlimber of resident outdoor education programs
on a before and after basis with similar results to those reported
above, they are thought to be indicators of only one facet of the

outcomes of such programs. A variety of outher outcomes are claimed
for such programs which these instruments make no claim to measure.

A consistency has been noted, however, in the way that children

tend to respond to certain items after resident programs. Apparently
certain curiosities exist before resident programs that are satisfied
or saturated fully through the camp experience with a loss in the in-
terest score taking place. It should be noted that the apparent difference

in Total Score in 1970 of 3.53 is somewhat larger than is usually ob-
tained on a pre and post test basis with resident programs.

Other use of the IAIA and II. The same instruments, the Inventory
of Attitudes, Interests and Appreciations and the Interest Invene mwere
administered also to groups of children in schools and situatione in the
Tri-District area other than on a before and after camp basis in both

1969 and 1970.

Table II contains the mean scores and subscores for the phase
of this testing done in May, 1970. No analysis or intrepretation of
these scores appears possible except by persons with full knowledge of
the schools and students in these districts. Matching the scores of
children in one school with those in another would be questionable with-
out knowing about other factors that might be related to the results
more closely than outdoor education activity--such as economic and social

conditions.

It is interesting to note, however, that students in this group

who were tested following a camping experience scored very closely to
the students in the Before-After Camp study in their post test. Further-

more, when the mean score (Total score) was obtained for all non campers,
it was nearly the same as the mean score obtainedfbr campers on their

pre-test.

Unknown and untested by these instruments is the impact of field

trips and short term outdoor experiences on pupile test scores. Perhaps

persons fully acquainted with the schools that were studied may perceive

some difference. The Evaluator did not see any. However, when the mean

of all scores (Total Score) for 1969 were compared to all those of 1970;

(1970 - 77= 63.27 ; 1969- 2: 61.22). If this were a true difference,
one would have to wonder about the portion of this difference that could
be attributed to the program.
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TABLE II

CORES OF CHILDREN IN TRI-D/STRICT SCLOOLS ON THE INVENTORY OF

SCIENCE ATTITUDES, INTERESTS AND APPRECTATIONS AND THE INTEREST
INVENTORY OTHER THAN ON A BEFORE AND AFTER CAMP BASIS. May, 1970

School S.A.

Annex (Worthington) sixth 14.04
8.:ALders. Test one week
afr camp. (N = 98)

Cherr.Zueiton (Westerville) 13.70
sixth graders - moderate
outdoor activIty (N = 50)
No. ROE.

Wilson Hill (Worthington) 12.32
sixth graders. Extensive
daily outdoor activity
during year. No ROE. (N = 83)

Edison (Grandview) sixth 13.49
graders. ROE as 5th graders.
No OE during sLhool year. (N = 69)

Hanby (Westerville) sixth 13.24
graders (camp previous fall)
(N = 49).

App. Int. Exp. I.T. TOTAL

14.91 9.17 12.91 12.16 63.20

15.34 10.80 13.43 12.28 65.44

13.00 9.08 14.31 11.95 60.81

14.04 8.30 11.78 11.40 59.24

14.30 11.42 13.24 12.16 64.65

Values of Outdoor Education as Perceived la Children

As important, perhaps, as scores on tests and inventories, in
the analysis of the impect of a program ere the perceptions of the
children or RECIPIENTS about the value of the experience. Hence, in
the:spring of. both 1970 and 1971 a sample of the children.having a
resident outdoor education experience were asked to complete a ROE

student Opinionnaire. Other children were asked to respond to a.series
of questions relating to the outdoors and outdoor phenomena.
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Residenit Outdoor Education. Appendix G. contains a tabulation

of childrens' responses to the iteme on LT-a Resident Outdoot Education

Student Opintonnaire. Note that this instrument contained items that

fell generally into the areas of (1) social relationships, (2) other out-

comes, (3) needs, and (4) likes and dislikes.

Social Relationships (Items 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, and 20).

A large fraction (two-thirds or more of the children reeponded

"Yes" to items such as:

learned something about my classmates that helped me to

know them better.

I know my teacher better this year than I have known my other

teachere in past years.

made new friends while at camp .

learned some new mannere while at camp.

In 1970 there were 191 replies to these items. In 1971 there

were 248 replies. Apparently these children believed that they had

made new friends and that the experience had helped them to understand

and to get along better with the teacher and classmates during the

remainder of the school year (e strong argument for FALL camping).

It should be noted, howver, that the "yes" items to these items

dropped in 1971 as compared to 1970, but were still relatively high.

In both 1970 and 1971, nearly all said that they had received
fair treatment and that the discipline at camp was reasonable. Nearly

all said they liked the college or high school student helpers. Most

of them said they liked their teachers more after camp than before.

Other Outcomes. Most of the children (both in 1970 and 1971)

felt they had learned more about taking care of themselves at camp.

Many (nearly 90 percent in 1970) recalled that they studeed things in
the classroom that related to their camp activities. Only a few indicated

a distaste for their discovery groups, for the stream and pond study,

etc. Many students listed items on the open end question regarding
what they felt they had learned in addition to those listed on the

questionnaire. The things they pointed out related largely to first

hand experiences with things about which they were studying and the

motivational effect of such experiences. Nearly all the children res-
ponded "Yes" to the item "We should preserve the outdoors in the future."

Needs, Apparently the childcen's physical needs were met more

satisfactorily by the program in 1970 than in 1969. Perhaps the weather

was as much a factor as anything, but there was little said in the most

recent survey about the lack of heat, warm cabins, etc. Substantially

more of the children thought that their "groups" benefitted because of

their participation in 1970 than in 1969. About three-fourths of the
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children said that they "felt at home in class" and thought the
discipline to be reasonable. Nearly all agreed that there was enough

equipment. Each year over 90 percent endorsed the food.

Likes and Dislikes. Through some error, items relating to
sleeping quarters and rcstroom facilities were omitte/ from the ir-

strument used in 1970. Theselwere the most severely criticized items
the year before, and it might have been interesting to know their
attitude the latest year.

Generally, the children endorsed their experience, however,

with only a few indicating.a dislike for a particular activity or

situation. Perhaps the least liked activities each of the two years
were story telling, skits, and soils study. Even here, four out of five

indicated a liking for these activities,

Summary. From the children's standpoint, the camp experience
was a success, and one which they believed to be important. Only a

few were critical of specific factors in 1969, and even fewer were
critical in 1970.

..

Children's Perceptions of the Value of Short7Term Expe--ences.

The "test" called "Questions for Boys and Girls Who Have Had

EtrinEts in the Outdoors was administered in 1970 to sample of
children (N e 134) having had a number of outdoor experiences e =0 a

control group of children (N e 71) who had not outdoor experiences that

year to learn if children in these two groups responded differently.
In 1971 this instrument was administered to a group of 143 youngsters
who had received outdoor experiences. Appendix H contains a percentage
tabulation of the responses to the items on this instrument.

Although most of the items dealt with specific facts relating

to the natural sciences, some were thought to indicate the presence or

absence of a "conservation ethic." Nearly 90 percent of the children
recognized the purpose of the land laboratories as being a place to

study nature. Nearly 80 percent of them (both 1969 and 1970) answered

false to the items:

2. There are more different kinds of birds here in the

winter ellen In the spring.

5. We should clean up our own litter but not anyone elses.

6. Wild flowers belong to everyoue so we can pick them if

we want to.

15. We don't feel any colder outdoors when the wind is blowing

than when it isn't. .

18. Groundhogs are the only thing that hibernates around here.
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More of the children in the outdoor group (combination of
the two years) answered these items correctly than those it the'%I.a-

outdoor" group. (Chi-squrcze .05'

4. "Jack Frost" causes the leaves of the trees to change
color in the fall.

7. It is 0.IC to shout and make all the noise we want to
when we are out in the woods.

18. Groundhogs are the only thing that hibernates around here.
9

In all, children in the non-outdoor group answered 71 percant
of the items cor-.-ctly. Seventy eight percent of the items were answered
correctly by the outdoor group in both 1969 and 1970.

As they did in 1969, children in 1970 listed a variety of

liked experiences such as visiting quaxries, study of trees, birds,

archelogical hunts, etc. A number of children complained that they
had several scheduled trips cancelled because of the weather.

Values as Perceivedim parents

Resident Experiences. It is doubtful if any program exists
in Tri-District schools that could receive a higher and more enthus-
iastic endorsement from parents of participating children than that
given by the parents who completed the Parents Okinionnaire: Resident

Outdoor Education. This phase of the program appears to have captured
the imagination of the parents--and many expressed ire that decisions
were being made to discontinue or cut back the progwam.

This conclusion was drawn as a result of an examination of
some 384 parent opinionnaires given in connection with the camping
program of 1969 and the fall of 19.;%.3. Appendix I contains a percentage
tabulation.of parent responses to the opinionnaire items.

Although there was litt difference between the responses
given in 1969 and in 1970, some 1..._-ght reduction was noted in the
percentage of yes answers in the more recent survey on items:

My child is better acquainted with his teacher this year
than he has been with teachers in the past.

I feel that I have an understanding of what Outdoor Education is.

9Contimation Gkant Appeication ioh Tki-Dtatkiet Coopekative
Devetopment-si Land LaboltatrAie4,0A. Conzekvation and Outdoon Editeation.

Wonthington Exempted Vittage SchootDiAtIciat, Wo4thington, Ohio, Jtay 1970,
p. 50-51.
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child made new friends while at Camp Ohio.

ince, one is forced to conclude that the parents saw the same

values ir. fall camping of 1970 that they saw in the previous year.

a3 to their endorsement of the program (Part II) in 1970,
the preparatory phases received a lower rating than in 1969. The equip-
ment and facilites received a higher rating, the discipline a lower
rating, anc, the extant to which parents were kept informed received a
lower rating. However, 79 percent (72 percent in 1969) voted the total
program "Excellent." Eighty-six percent (82 percent in 1969) checked
"Definitely" to the question "How strongly would you endorse such an
experience for all children at some time during their school career."
Each year, only two or three persons said "Not at all."

Several pages of comments were compiled from the opinionnaires
relating to the values seen by parents and their suggestions for
improving the program. In general, these were highly supportive of the
program and related to specific outcomes such as social values and
working with items in their natural environment. Several parents ex-
pressed the wish that other children might attend and that the program
be extended for a longer period--to a week or more. Several were
critical cl action taken appearing to cut into this program the spring
of 1971 or in subsequent years.

Values of Short Term Experiences: Parent's Perceptions. To

obtain a "parentsT-reaction" to the short term or field trip experiences
and the use of the land laboratories a Parent's Opinionnaire on Outdoor
Education was developed and used with a sample of parents each year.
No attempt was made to get a "representative sample," the questionnaires
merely being provided to several teachers to send home with their children
for completion. In 1970, seventy replies were obtained and in 1971,
seventy-seven replies were obtained. One may find a tabulation of their
replies in Appendix J.

All but a few of the parents reported that their child had
reported on one or more outdoor activities (A few who answered NO wanted
to know why their child had net received such experiences). They
reported that their children were enthusiastic about thelir outdoor ex-
periences, and two-thirds of them had seen news items re-lting to the
experieaces in the newspapers, and nearly three-fourths indicated they
did not think a child could learn more indoors in a given period of
time than outdoors.

The key item was "I am in favor of outdoor education in our
school system and would like to have it continued." Every respondent
in 1970 said YES. In 1971, only one (out of seventy-seven who replied)
said NO. All others said YES.

Three questions were added to the opinionnaire in 1971 that
were not used in 1970. They were:
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I think OE activities are frivolous and sould be eliminated
from the curriculum (76 said NO, 1 said YES).

In my opinion outdoor education experiences can be important

in helping us to solve some of our environmental pcoblems

(74 said YES, 2 said NO, 1 was undecided).

I believe that children can :Learn many things of importance
through outdoor education that they cannot learn in the

classroom (74 said YES, 2 said NO, 1 was undecided).

Admittedly these replies are not of sufficient number to provide

more than an indication of the way in which parents view the outdoor
and conservation experiences provided their children. It is difficult
to conceive, however, of a lack of support for this kind of activity
on the part of parents in the face of these few returns. It would seem

almost Impossible to find a sample so biased as to give nearly 100 per-

cent support to a program, unless the total group strongly leanedln this

direction.

Values for Children as Perceived by. Teachers.

Resident Experiences. The teachers who went with the children

to camp were asked to ptovide their perceptions of the values of this

experience each year. In 1970 eight teachers were asked to complete

the teacher opinionnaire. In 1971, eleven teachers responded. A
tabulation of their replies may be found in Appendix K.

All of them responded "Yes" to these items:

1. I feel that my students had an opportunity to develop
some responsibility while at camp.

6. I feel that I have an understanding of what outdoor education

is.

8. My students talked freely about their experiences at camp.

14. We should preserve the outdoors ia the future.

17. Staff responsibilities were divided fairly.

Seventy percent or.more each year felt that their childrens'
social relationships were improved as a result (indicated by'responses
to items 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, and 11, Appendix K.)

A weakness, perhaps, is the lack of correlation in what was

done at camp and what was done in the classroom. Only one teacher said
there was good correlation in 1969, and only six of the eleven said

this was true in 1970.
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Generally, these teachers pointed to few problems at camp.

Some problems apparently existed with some high school students, re-

inforcing concerns about the careful selection and orientatiou of

students used in the program. Although there appeara to have been

some equipment problems, the teachers had little about which to complain.

Teacher responses'on Part II of the opinionnaire were similaw

to the responses given by the parents. Although some teachers were not

as well prepared as they wanted, all but one tended to check the far left

hand or most positive columns.

As to rating the ROE program, in 1970 three checked the "Excellent"

column and five checked the second column. In 1971, three checked the
"Excellent" column and six checked the second column: Seven of the

teachers would "Definitely" endorse such an experience for all chIldren

in 1971, two checked the second Column, whereas two would not provide much

support.

The comments of these teachers were thought particularly im-
portant, hence, some are provided below. The teacher comments of the

previous year may be found in the 1970 evaluative report.

What do you think you and y_ot_Lr class got at gam. Ohio that

you could not have gotten in the normal school situation?

1. Living together for three days--the responsibility, inter-
action, socialization of each had a great effect on each ohild.

This could not be accomplished furing a "dayItcamp.

2. Stream activities--full day fellowship, responsibility,

forced group living, invormal groupings (i.e. campfire,

talent shows, etc.)

3. Living together--learning many things about outdoors--
genuine appreciation for outdoors.

4. We established an understanding of each other. Learned

to accept responsi'Ality. Perhaps feel more comfortable

outside.

5. A chance to learn first hand instead of through books.

Poison ivy.

6. Exposure to a long period of togetherness. Exposure to

large group of strangers. -Had to adlest.

7. Many personal reletionships with staff and students.

8. Learning through expefience of doing and living in a

natural environment. Discovering animals and plants in

their natural habitat.

Perception of Values of Short Term Experiences ly. Teachers.

Refer to the Assistees section for an analysis of the values of short-

term experiences as perceived by teachers known to be providing such

experiences.
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CHAPTER III

SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS - RECOMMENDATIONS - EPILOGUE

The objectives originally set forth for the project were to

"increase the quantity and effectiveness of conservation and outdoor

education, to develop facilities for such education, and to develop

intra-district cooperation for the improvement of education."/0 Specific

objectives as summarized by Monaghan were (1) physical facilities, (2)

teacher involvement, and (3) public support (assuming the conservation.

and evaluation aspects to be implicit in the educational objectives)./'

As indicated earlier, Tri-District's program shifted during

the second year to focus on helping teachers provide conservation and

outdoor education experiences. In doing so, project personnel expected

to reach the objectives set forth above, and ultimately lead to a (-)n-

cerned citizenry knowledgeable and appreciative of the out-of-doors and

environmental needs.

The Tri-District project attempted to meet this challenge by:

a. developing and maintaining land laboratories, outdoor
teaching sites, and a program headquarters or center.

b. acquiring, maintaining and distributing apparatus, equip-

ment, and materials for conservation and outdoor education.

c. developing and disseminating teaching materials, resource

units, etc.

d. providing programs of inservice training for teachers in

the areas of conservation, outdoor and/or environmental

education.

a. assisting teachers to plan, conduct, and follow-up outdcor

experiences.

f. organizing and administering a program of resident outdoor
education for 5th and 6th graders.

g. intra-district and agency cooperation in the development

of school and public concern for conservation and environ-

ment.

10Tki-Dizthict Coopmativc Devetopment 06 Land Labonatoni.es Lon

Con4envation and Outdoola Education, WoAthington, Ohio, WoAthington Pubtic

Schoot4, 1967.

11Fit4t Continuation &cant Apptication icon TAi-DiAtnict Co-

opeaative Devetopment o6 Land LaboAatol2e4 604 Con4eAvation and Outdoon

Education, Wo4thington, Ohio. Wokthington &hoot Diztxict, 1969, p. 2.
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The approaches to evaluation were set fore.1 in earlier pages.

In addition to the data in Chapter II, the Evaluator end his colleague,

Mr. Seim, made an on-site examination and interviewed teachers, adminis-
trators, and project personnel at length. Their findings and conclusions

are summarized below:

SUMMARY

Developing and maintaining_land laboratories, outdoor teaching. sites,

and a ppgram head4uarters or center.

The headquarters. The project headquarters in Worthington

was recognized as-a major.step forward last year. Since then much work

has been done to make it a more usable facility, but more could have

been done or needs doing. Although this facility should not be museum-
like, it should be attractive, be warm and inviting in appearance, and

contain a variety of displays and the like. Substantial progress was

made here during the year.

The headquarters location on one of the older well established

land laboratories is appropriate and convenient fo.. the educational pro-

gram. However, its location may have contributed to the feeling of

persons in Westerville and Grandview that Tri-District was really not
their program--but that it was a Worthington program.

The land labs. Although major emphasis.was placed on the
development of land laboratories the first year, little attention has

been given to them since that time. Although the Evaluator agreed
vith this shift in emphasis, he was disturbed at the lack of care.
These facilities require maintenance as well as a regular program for
development if they are to be useful. Perhaps, this could best be
handled by teachers and children in nearby schools.

Although there was a goal of a "land lab" at every school, one

wonders if this were realistic or desirable. Perhaps a better approach
(hindsight) might have been to have a cooperatiire arrangement between

the schools and the park districts to have suitable units within walk-

ing distance of each school as well as the development of resources on

each site. A greater effort at cooperation between projeet personnel,

groundsmen, and school administrators may also have resulted in more

beautiful and usable school sites than Were obtained: In passing, the
Evaluator is forced to wonder about the lack of intelligence or aesthetic
sense olithe part of the individual responsible for the painting of large
orange arrows co trees at'one of the Older land laboratories.

Although the Evaluator had feared that the land labs implied

limiting "out of school" activities to these sites, this does not seem

to have occurred until after one district imposed busing restrictions.
Effort has been made to identify other learning sites and to develop
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materials for their use. Interestingly, teaehere eae principals favor
the continued development of their land laboratories.

Developin and maintaining a series of land laboratories, outdoor
teachin& sites, and a program headquarters, etc.

An excellent inventory of apparatus and equipment was acquired
for outdoor-conservation education, and made available to teachers on

request. At points in the program, there were complaints aboet non-

delivety, etc., but this seemed to improve during the final year. In

addition, more teachers seemed to have become more familiar with what

was available and how to obtain it.

There were problems, however. Apparently some of the equip-

ment purchased for the program was unused after three years. Perhaps,

as in other Title programs, project personnel got carried away in the

ealection of materials. There is also a question of accountability
and knowing the location of the equipment and apparatus at a given time.

The result was that a substantial amount of it may have been lost.
Furthermore, there apparently were not enough safeguards in the program
guidelines to insure that personal use was not made of equipment and

materials.

The maintenance (or lack of it) of some of the large capital

items (vehicles, tractor, etc.) also disturbed some administrators.
They wondered why some such items appeared to "sit and deteriorate"

or were not properly maintained or ready for service the following

season. One thought that the equipment might have been better provided

for if it had been placed under the -are of the regular maintenance

staff.

The "mobile laboratory" or van seems to have been a "bust" in

this project, as in others. A large expenditure when one considers
the uses that were found for it. Despite some difficulties, the garden-
ing program had become a major undertaking and a major focus of in-

terest and concern.

Leveloping and disseminating teaching materials, resource units, etc.

for conservation and outdoor education.

A substantial portion of personnel time the second year was

used.in the development of teaching materials, resource units and the

like. Some of this activity continued the third year, and the Evaluator

is of the belief that a quality job was done with these materials--some

excellent items were produced.

Although he would question using a large amount of staff time

in writing, he does feel that th2 staff had an important role to per-

form in collecting and disseminating materials. Emphasis in material

development should have been (as it was) on making adaptations for local

sites and situations.
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The teachers seem to highly regard the materials that were

provided and thouGhe that this function to be worthwhile. Criticism

about their availability was heard. however. Perhaps, more could have

been done by the professional teachers committee to develop and dis-

seminate such materials.

Providing an extensive program of inservice training for teachers in

the areas of conservatetion, outdoor, and/or environmeutal education.

A major project output was the in-service program. It was

also seen as one of the most important long lasting outcomes. Although

several very good and well,received workshops-were conducted each year,

there are still many teachers unfamiliar with the program and the
possibilities of their school sites, the land laboratories, and other

resources.

Perhaps the only way a breakthrough can be made to reach

all teachers for inservice training of this nature, however, is to have

the principals personally assume initiat'ere and responsibility for

such training and calling upon the project personnel (who are only in

staff positions) for assistance.

In addition to ehe ongoing workshops, appearances at teacher

meetings, individual contracts, etc., arrangements were made in the

third year for courses throngh Ohio State University to be offered

at the center. Considerine ehe fact that many teachers consider

lack of knowledge to be a ,:e,errant, and the scope of field activities

in such courses, they sheeea have been a regularity.

Another effort to provide contact between project staff and

teachers was begun the third year by having ehe outdoor teachers spend
several hours each day in a school visiting teachers. This was done

during the "slack months," and reactions were mixed. Some of those
interviewed thought this a waste of time. Others thought this helpful;

but the Evaluator fears that it may have been overdone. Although it

is extremely important for such personnel to appear in each school
regularly, it may be of doubtful value to station them there for ex-

tended periods of time.

feeeeelteeehers to plan, conduct, and follow-up outdoor experiences.

A primary role of project personnel throughout the life of

the project was to aesist teachers to plan, conduct, and. folloe-up

field trips. This seems to have.been one of the best accepted services

provided. Although problems that seemed to.exist a year ago ie eegard

to the "availability" of the outdoor teachers seems to have been im-
proved,"there were some complaints of tardiness, not being ready, etc.

Pethaps (in theory) it should not be necessaey for project

pereonnel to work directly with children. The realities in this.project
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and in other outdoor education programs are that many teachers want and

expect help in working In the field with their pupils. If some chiAren
are to have outdoor experiences, the outdoor staff must assume this
function from time to time. The staff at Tri-District seems to have
met this callenge.

Organizing and administering a prcwam of resident conservation and
outdoor education for the 5th and 6th graders in Tri-District schools.

The resident program blossomed in the three years to the

point that it seemed that every child would have such experiences.
This componele seemed to have the solid support of parents, children,

and participating teachers. Yet, this area was hit when financial
cutbacks were made the third project year. From an educational and

a public rvlations standpoint, the district that found this necessar:
may have made a serious error, particularly since parents would have
been willing to assume most of the cost.

Intra-district and cooperation in the 4.c:mslamint pf school and
oublic concern for conservation and environment.

Although the three districts cooperated in this program,
the expectation that it would lead to joint operations in cother areas

did not materialize. Although few serious problams or conflicts arose
between the districts in the operation of this project, people never

seemed to get over the hurdles that (1) only one district was the local
educational educational authority, (2) the headquarters site was on

land owned by that district, (3)"they would get title to the remains"
should the project be discontinued, and (4) it was never really a part

of their school.

This componene seemed to be the one aspect of the program
that top administrators did not wish to continue--if statements in

their phase in reports are an indication. Each appeared to prefer to

go on its own.

Other consideration--The product.

Initiators. Even afr, the cost of the third oear most of the
initiators who responded approved of the program. Noat wanted it con-

tinued. Although they picked at weaknesses they generally were supportive

and pleased with what had been accomplished.

Although several,initiators saw merit in each district 6-ing
its own way, they felt the program had been successful, that it had
some accomplishments, and that they were further along after three
years than they eould have been without the program.

AssioteeF:. would have beln valuable to have used aie
teacher and pl ncipal opinionnaires at the beginning of the first
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proeect year to note if there really was a change in their ese of outdoor

experiences, their perception of values, the deterrents, and the program

components. Elle Evaluator suspects there was a signifecant change.

The "post" data suggests that the program had a substantial

amount of support on the part of the Assistees. Getting seventy-five

percent.or more of the principals to say that a supplementary program
should be continued using local funds and in the face of financial

problems is a big order at any time. Yet, the principals said the

program should continue.. Similar support was evident from the elementary

teachers (and to a lessor degree the high school teachers)a

Recipients. Although the teachers doubted the Public support

for the program the parent opinionnaires indicated that outdoor activities

and the resident program had strong parent support, and parepte v ea

ceived these programs to be valuable. Replies of children and t- _ers

participating in the program also were supportive.

Further, the test results indicated a slight but significant

gain as a result of the resident program and as a result of the short

term experiences. Although inconclusive, an indication exists that the

program has had an Impact the area of environmental awareness as
well as in social relatio:enips.

II CONCLUSIONS

The decision by the three districts to discontinue this project

or to go it alone (See Appendix!, for PHASE-IN repeets) is not pertinent

to conclusions about strengths and weaknesses or of successes and failures.

Such decisions often are based upon other considerations (in thie case

financial and, perhaps, personnel conflicts, eta.) rather than on the
program's merits or the desire to see it contunue. One cannot discount

the tendency, however, for programs believed to be strong by the decision

makers to survive all these considerations.

The Evaluator has to conclude that the Tri-District Outdoor-

Conservation Education project was a valuable and worthwhile one.

Some important services were rendered, some experiences were provided

for children, and there should be a carryover into subsequeat years

through the materials that were developed, the teachers that were trained,

and the attitudes that were formed.

What appears to be the cemmendable.aspecta of the.project

at the end of the third year were essentially ahe same as those at the

end of the second year, nemely:

a. the cooperative arrangement between three districts
Despiee.ehe difficulties and jealousies, the idea makes

sense and might have worked here had the right people
been iavolved and had their been complete understanding
and commeaication at all levels. The Title III expect-
tation that one must be the local educational authority
and that the othere be cooperators probably creates far
more difficulty than need be.
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b. The positions authorized as a part of the project, and the

school district staff associated with it. The persons
filling each of these positions were also seen as a
strength--although each one had his detracters and each had

his supporters. The timing of the change in the Director's
position near the middle of the third year was critical

and probably influenced decisions about the program's

continuation. The interim director seemed to have the

necessary interest, enthusiasm, and philosophy, however,
he was taking on an extra beyond his regular duties.
He could not be available to "put out fires" or to solicit

support.

c. The support for the program and the idea of outdarreducation
voiced by the initiators, teachers principals, parents, and

children.

d. The headquarters, equipment, facilities, apparatus, and in-

structional materials.

e. lee resident program and the enthusiasm of the children,
parents and teachers for this program.

f. The inservice program and help provided to teachers--
although all were not reached.

g. The newsletter and various other publications--even though

there was a dissemination groblem.

h. The entire concept of the program.

Less commendable aspects, weaknesses or trouble spots appeared

The number of teachers not using the program for various

reasons, such as (1) uninformed, (2) in_acure when working

in new situations, (3) not knowing of the potential of
Outdoor experiences, (4) antagonisms toward the project

or project personnel.

2. The lack of impact or inroads made in the high schools;
and becoming known largely as an elementary program.
Perhaps this is all that the program should have aspired

to being in the-first place.

3. The dem 3e of the profesSional committee about the middle

of the third year--and the failure to follow through
on.some of the pr43ects they had begun.

4. The lack of leadership--especily in the third and critical

year. This I. not to reflect adversly on the interim director
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who was actually seen as a strength in many ways, but at

a late date an entirely new situation was created. A
supporter of the project with LINE responsibility was
brought into the picture on a temporney basis about the

time decisions were made about its continuation. It

might have been interesting to know what might have happened
had the change taken place 4 year earlier and he had been
given time from his regular responsibtlities to work in the

project.

5. The effect of adverse conditions, situations, or eisioes

in one district on the entire program.

6. A variety of personality problems throughout the period

involving the outdoor teachers, the director, specific

scheel administrators, etc. These detracted from the
program far too extensively according to some of those

who were interviewed.

7. This was a sideline program--"here we are, how can we
help you?"--with project personnel in staff positions.
It never had solid enough support in the administrative
cabinets (or whatqwel: they are called in these districts)
so that they would make it their own program (and call upon

project staff for help).

8. That this program--because of the way it was set up--
depended too,much on personalities and too much on the

enthusiasm and drive of its personnel. If these had been
ordinary people willing to work in the ordinary way, the
program probably would have had a much earlier demise.

III RECOMMENDATIONS

It seem§ unnecessary at this point to set forth the case for

proViding children with experiences outside the classroomexperiences
in which they learh-first hand what is happening in their own communities.
BUt if these are to be provided, and sence Tri-District is to no longer
function as a cooperative, then eadh Of the districts should:

1. EmploY aUfficient peteonnel.to assist teachers to provide
these. experientese -it,seeine as if a fulltime person would
be needed in.each pf the larger districts, and up to a
halftime peraon in Grandvew. In same way or manner, these
persons should be pleced into the chain of cemmand. Pee:ape
this cOuld be done in-a way similar to that tn which a
"sdience consultant" Or "reading.consultant" often placed

'in the chain.

It ic too much to ask these Persons'to Work totally in a
staff positionunless they have the whole hearted support
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of the administrative staff, and the principals make
outdoor and conservation educction their own program and
call upon these persons to hel- in its implementation.

2. Although teachers may be mare of some of the services of
the program, some may be unaware of its purposes, the basis
for its existence, funding, and the attitude of the admin-

iscration. A statement about these and other aspects of
the program should be prepared and distributed to the

faculty end the public in each district.

3. In each district, a professional committee should function
and assist the outdoor education coordinator. There should
be liason between this committee and the administrative
cabinet where policy and direction shoveld be . With
the direct4on for the program coming from these bodies,
the outdoor education person would carry out the program.
In Tri-District, project personnel apparently set the
direction and tried to obtain the cooperation of the
administration. Evidently, this was not the way.

4. The success or failure of the program should not depend
upon the availability of funds for transportation, to pay
teachers to attend institutes, subsidizing the resident

program, etc. Although the districts should provide all
the help they can,.in many districts these costs are paid
by the parents of-the children, and teachers attend
institutes and go to camp with their children--assuming
them to be a part of their professional responsibilities
--without e.estra pay.

5. Persons employed as the outdoor education coordinators in
these three districts should work together in joint

programs. They may share equipment, facilities, and
cooperatively sponsor workshops and inservice training
programs. They leight cooperate in conducting the resident
programs. They should meet eegularly.

6. The programs underway at this time in the Tri-District
project should be continued. Eseentially, the services
provided in the third year were sound and appropriate.

7. Many of the rF.Icommendations rade at the cloLl of the second
year were no implemented and continue to apply at this
time and to the programs in individual districts. Each
of these should be reexamined in light of the new situation
and of the curricular needs being expressed in the state
of Ohio, and nation wide relative to environmental quality.
and the failure of many schools to wake education
relevant to the day-to-day life and needs of its clientele.
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IV EPILOGUE

Outdoor and conservation education' were not new to schools

and .teachers in Grandview, Westerville,.and Worthington,. Ohio, in 1968

when Title III funds were made available for the Tri-District project.
It was fully exPected that children would continue to receive outdoor

and field experiences even after Tri-District faded aFay, or even if

none tif the three districts continued with a_fOrmal,program to promote

them. Good teachers have.provided. children.with experiences outside

the classroom always. Formal programs only assist them to do this, and

encourage others to do the same. In some cases, they improve the

quality of,the eicperiences.

Tri-District served a useful purpose. Many more teachers
will work outdoors wit'l their classes in the future than if it had not

existed.

It is unfortunate, perhaps, that circumstances were such that

these three school districts coule not have continued in their joint

endewt,or. On the other hand, however, opportunities now exist for them

to individually develop their own programs--avoiding the mistakes of
the last three years. It is hoped that they do so.
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NARRATIVE SECTION FOR. VIIIAL EVALUATION

HISTORY

During the school year 1966-67 a feasibility study was con-

ducted by the Worthington School District to determine need and

readiness for program and facilities for conservation and outdoor

education. (This study was funded by an ESEA Title III (P.L. 89-10)

grant and six other neighboring school districts cooperated with

Worthington.)

As a result of this study and after careful consideration of

the need for program and facilities development, three of the above

indicated seven school districts seleeted to jointly support and co-

operatively develop a program of conservation and outdoor education in

their schools

In June 1967 an application was submitted by Worthington on

behalf of themselves, Westerville and Grandview to the U.S. Office of

Education for federal assistance under ESEA Title III to initiate the

development of facilities and program for conservation and outdoor

education. This application was approved and the Worthington Schools

were notified in March 1968. The first budget period for the three

year project was negotiated to begin 15 June 1968.

Before Title III.

At the same time the application was submitted tJ the USOE

in June 1967, the three districts (Worthington, Westerville and

Grandview) decided to go ahead with same development of program. This

was to occur whether or not approval was given to the application for

federal assistance. An outdoor education coordinator was hired, and

he immediately set about orienting the teachers and administrators to

conservation and outdoor education practices and assisting them in

identifying the potential of their own school grounds.

Three teacher education workshops were conducted that year

with a total of ebout forty persons attending all together. Ex-

tensive planning wls done for one school land laboratory and some

minor development was done on several other sites in all three

school districts.
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